QoE Estimation of a Location-Based Mobile Game using on-body sensors and QoS-related data
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Abstract— The scope of this paper is the interdisciplinary measurement and modeling methodology of Quality of Experience (QoE) when playing a mobile location-based massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) that places the virtual world on top of the real world using the user’s location. The paper introduces the implementation of a re-usable mobile QoE measurement framework on the Android platform and illustrates how it was applied in a concrete case-study. In this respect, a multi-dimensional QoE prediction model consisting of both objective and subjective parameters is presented. In this model, test users’ evaluations regarding feelings of amusement, absorption or engagement experienced while playing a popular location based mobile game (Parallel Kingdom) are taken into account and related to a set of objective QoS-related parameters, contextual data, and physiological data obtained from an on-body sensor. The latter evidences the intensity of physical activity of the test users during the gaming session, taking into account Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET) measurements. Results of this study indicate that the test users’ QoE was influenced by their physical effort, the data connection type used, and the playing context (e.g. interaction with other players). Despite of the fact of using a re-usable framework for QoE estimation, the analysis is limited to this particular popular (more than 100000 users) mobile game.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last years, the interest in the Quality of Experience (QoE) concept has grown steadily, both in the industry and in academia. Moreover, research focusing on the quality of the experiences that ICT users have with (new) products or services seems to have evolved to a study field on its own. Topics that are discussed in this relatively new research community include the definition and elements of QoE, the evaluation of both standardized and new measures and measurement approaches, etc. In the scope of this paper, we are particularly interested in those measurement approaches that try to bridge the gap between objective, technical aspects, physiological data and subjective, user-related dimensions influencing QoE. The former are usually incorporated in definitions of QoE from a telecommunications perspective in which QoE is seen as an extension of the traditional Quality of Service (QoS) [1], thus ignoring the subjective character of a person’s experiences. In the literature, the lack of attention to this subjective character is criticized. In [2] it is proposed to use the term QoE as an umbrella term, focusing on the broad range of aspects (e.g., usage context, expectations, previous experiences, and network conditions) that might have an influence on QoE. This conceptual idea corresponds with [3], situating QoE-research in a wider “communications ecosystem”.

In this paper, we present results from an empirical study that combines objective and subjective aspects of QoE related to the use of Parallel Kingdom, i.e., a mobile location based real-time massively multiplier online role-playing game (MMORPG) that places the virtual world on top of the real world using the user’s location and that can be played on the Android mobile framework. Our aim is to present a methodology to estimate the overall QoE and other subjective parameters related to absorption into a game, and the experience of fun and engagement (explicitly evaluated by test users) of location based mobile MMORPGs, taking into account QoS-related parameters, players’ environmental context, and physiological data (e.g. the amount of moderate exercise performed by the user) gathered by on-body sensor and on the other the and overall QoE (explicit evaluation by the test users). The presented analysis is limited to this particular popular mobile game.

II. RELATED WORK

Our everyday life is becoming increasingly saturated by mobile devices with higher resolution displays, increased power and faster communications. Commercial location-based services that run on these devices are becoming more and more established. At the same time, research into new location-based services continues to move forward, in areas such as recommendation [4], cultural tourism [5], and games [6]. Location-aware technology and Internet connectivity embedded in mobile phones allow users to navigate physical spaces and to be connected to other users, bringing location-based mobile games to physical hybrid spaces by using urban spaces as the game scenario [7,8] and changing the interaction with the city, as well as with other users [9]. There is some literature concerning QoE of online games, focusing mostly on performance issues (related to delay and jitters) of first-person-shooters (FPS) [10]. Nevertheless, we did not find any paper in the literature focusing on QoE of location-based mobile MMORPG games, which involve user interaction at a slightly slower pace than the aforementioned FPS games. Therefore, the former are less likely to be delay-sensitive than the latter.
Researchers in Human Factors have used physiological measures as indicators of mental effort and stress [11]. Psychologists use physiological measures as unique identifiers of human emotions such as anger, grief, and sadness [12]. Some experiments aim at correlations between a player’s physiological state, events occurring during the entertainment experience, and the subjectively reported experience [13]. However, physiological data have not been employed to identify nor QoE neither user experience states such as boredom or absorption while playing a mobile game.

As far as we know, this is the first paper to present a model for QoE and other subjective parameters (e.g. absorption into the game) of location based MMORPGs focusing in physiological data and QoS-related parameters as well as in the interaction between users playing together in real-time.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

A. Concept

Our purpose is the measurement of QoE when playing Parallel Kingdom (PK) [14], a mobile location based massively multiplayer real-time game available for Android devices (downloadable via Google Market), iPhone, and iPod Touch. Three QoE dimensions such as: QoS, context, and user experience [2] are taken into account besides physiological data logged by a SenseWear BMS [15], a body monitoring armband. After being briefed about the purpose and rules of the mobile game, users were asked to play PK outdoors for an hour while the QoE Agent installed into the device was monitoring and logging QoS, physical and contextual parameters. In order to become aware of User Experience, the QoE Agent firstly showed a survey after half an hour of gaming and then the same survey after another half an hour.

B. Application

1) Hardware and software environment:

Smartphones used in this experiment were both the HTC Android Developer Phone 1 (ADP1) and the Google IO Device with a 1.6 version of Google Android Operating System (donut) installed on them. These devices are capable of running native applications, allowing the integration of common Linux tools into the QoE measurement framework. Specifically, the tcpdump [16] packet analyzer is used to collect network-level QoS data on the device.

2) QoE Measurement Architecture:

Figure 1 explains the deployment of the QoE measurement architecture into four nodes (namely Android Mobile Device, QoS Data Back-end, Parallel Kingdom Server and Google App Engine) according to the UML standard 2.2. The functional software entities in the nodes are called components. Three components (namely Parallel Kingdom, QoS & Context Monitor and Experience Monitor) are deployed into the Android Mobile Device node and three components (namely QoS Data Analyzer, Survey Back-end and PK Virtual World) are deployed into three different server nodes (Figure 1). The communication between the components deployed on the different nodes is performed through two interfaces (namely IUpload, IAggregate and IPK indicated by circles in Figure 1).

We will now explain the components deployed on the Android Mobile Device node:

- **Parallel Kingdom Mobile component** is a mobile location based real-time MMORPG. PK mobile connects to PK server in order to authenticate the player and download all the data about users’ profiles and the virtual world (e.g. monsters’ location and skills, and resources positions). This component is fully independent of those components belonging to the QoE Agent.
- **The QoS & Context Monitor component** logs network QoS, physical and contextual parameters to files, which are automatically transferred to the QoS Data Analyzer component via the IUpload interface.
- **The Experience Monitor component** displays surveys and automatically uploads filled-in surveys through the IAggregate interface to the Survey Back-end component deployed on the Google App Engine node.

3) Parallel Kingdom

Parallel Kingdom is the location-based real-time mobile MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game) the users where asked to play. The objectives of PK are similar to those in every MMORPG game: establishing cities, waging wars, claiming territories, hunting creatures and exploring dungeons. In order to do that the player is able to master 9 different skills, collect and craft items, trade and make alliances with other real users, wield weapons, harness minions and sail the seas.
In Figure 2, a collection of screenshots of Parallel Kingdom are shown. When the user first begins playing, both his/her circle of mobility (dotted line in screenshot number 3 in Fig. 2) and character are centered at his/her GPS/Wi-Fi location. The players can move their character within their circle of mobility by tapping the touch screen. However, in order to access new areas they should move in real life, permitting the application to relocate them and letting them to explore new territories (screenshot number 3 in Figure 2). That made it interesting to investigate whether the physical movement of the user in the real world would influence user’s QoE. As in any other MMORPG, interaction between players and characters evolution are very important. PK players are able to interact by chatting (in dedicated specific chat rooms) in order to pursue common goals, sell and buy items, etc. (screenshot number 2 in Figure 2). A user can track its character’s mastered skills and level of knowledge of these skills (screenshot number 1 in Figure 2), inventory, alliances or buildings in his possession.

C. Observed Parameters

In this experiment there are 2 sources of data: the QoE Agent and the on-body sensors. All this data gathered is studied in order to provide an estimation of subjective parameters using measured objective data. The QoE Agent provides data regarding context (i.e., location and user movement) besides objective and subjective (user-related) parameters. Contextual and objective parameters (i.e., measured QoS parameters) are logged by the QoS & Context Monitor component; on the other hand, subjective parameters are logged by the Experience Monitor component. Further, the on-body sensors enable automated monitoring of energy expenditure, activity, and sleep efficiency. These sensors provide physiological data related to the user.

1) Objective parameters from the QoE Agent

We will explain in this section a list of objective parameters used for the statistical analysis. These parameters were calculated for every user’s mobile gaming session based on the data logged by QoE Agent. Every parameter was sampled once per second. The time percentage of the gaming session the user was connected to a specific data network type is logged into 4 different variables: WP, GP, EP and 3P (Wi-Fi, GPRS, EDGE and 3G&B3G data network type, respectively). WR, GR, ER, 3R represent the arithmetic average of the observed received signal strength indication (RSSI) values sampled in each second for the four data network types already enumerated. RSSI is here measured in dBm (from -113 to -51 dBm), which is an abbreviation for the power ratio in decibels of the measured power referenced to one milliwatt. HO (number of handovers) describe all kind of radio cell reselection whereas ISHO (Inter-System Handovers) stands for the number of handovers between different data connection-type cell reselections (e.g., between UMTS and GPRS).

Mobility speed is measured in [m/s] based on GPS information. Four mobility (M) categories are determined: indoor (no GPS signal detected), no (0 m/s speed), slow (below 6 m/s) and faster mobility (above 6 m/s). The percentage shares of these mobility categories were 3.7%, 57.7%, 38.6%, and 0% for indoor, no, slow, and faster mobility, respectively. The QoE agent was continuously monitoring GPS coordinates as well (longitude, latitude, and altitude).

2) Objective parameters from the on-body sensors

In order to monitor user’s physiological responses we attached to each user a SenseWear Body Monitoring Solution armband during the whole gaming experience. Prior to the experiment, these devices were configured according to the user’s age, gender, weight (kg), and height (cm). As a result, among other parameters the Metabolic Equivalent of Task in Kcal was provided per minute. Users’ physical activity while playing PK was inferred from the Metabolic Equivalent of Task. Thresholds were set to distinguish between light (0 to 3 METs), moderate (3 to 6 METs), vigorous (6 to 9 METs), and very vigorous exercise (9 METs and higher) [17]. This information was utilized to determine which percentage of the time the player was either sedentary (light exercise (LEP)) or undergoing physical exercise (either with moderate, vigorous, or very vigorous intensity). MEP is the amount of moderate exercise performed by the user while playing PK. In this experiment, MEP equals the subtraction of LEP (light exercise) from 100%.

3) Subjective parameters

Subjective parameters were gathered via two identical mobile questionnaires automatically shown to the user both after 30 minutes and one hour of gaming. These subjective parameters were measured on a 5-point scale, meaning 1 the worst score and 5 the best. From these surveys, we extracted some of the users’ feelings while playing the game regarding how absorbed into the game they felt (Absorption, A), how bored they were (Boredom, B), and how enriching they found the experience (QoE). They were also queried on whether the game required them to make a lot of effort or not and to what extent PK fulfilled their expectations. In order to investigate the influence of the context on the QoE we collected information about how many people (excluding the players themselves) were close to the user in the real world and about how many other players were around the test user in the virtual world (P).

D. Experiment and procedure

Using the convenience sampling method, we recruited 28 test users for the experiment. This number of users is relevant to draw conclusions as will be shown in section E. Firstly, the test users were briefed (in small groups of four to five people) about how to play PK and the purpose of the game itself. Secondly, they watched the mobile game trailer. Next, they filled in a short general questionnaire including questions about their socio-demographical context, their first expectations and then they were led to play Parallel Kingdom in groups of either four or five people. A body monitoring armband was attached to every user while they were playing the location-based mobile game. The objective parameters coming from both the QoE Agent and the on-body sensors were monitored during the whole gaming session. A survey was filled in after half an hour of gaming and the same survey after another half an hour.
Finally, those players who played at the same time were interviewed all together. They were required to talk about whether they like the game, their expectations, and to what extent those were met or not.

E. Analysis and results

The total number of observations is 56, from the 28 test users (2 observations per user). A sample size of 56 is considered sufficient for the central limit theorem to hold and ascertain normality of the residuals and estimated regression coefficients following from linear regression [18]. By this, the distributional assumptions of the t-tests for the significance of regression coefficients are satisfied, which makes these tests meaningful. The dataset of the experiment was analyzed using the statistical software package IBM SPSS Statistics 18.

1) Connection Type

These experiments were performed within the Proximus UMTS/HSPA network in Belgium. Test users could freely choose between Wi-Fi and cellular data connection. However, none of the users selected a Wi-Fi access network. Mainly, 3G & B3G data connection was used with a 93.39% share. In a minority of the cases, no 3G or B3G connection was available, which forced the device to switch to the slower-bandwidth GPRS or EDGE solution. This data connection type has a direct influence on the bandwidth of the communication link between the game server and the mobile device.

2) Correlations

Evaluating QoE of location based mobile MMORPGs is challenging since QoE might be farther affected by enjoyment, expectations, context and interaction rather than productivity, QoS or performance [13]. This is the case most of all for, for games with low CPU, network, and graphic requirements (e.g., Parallel Kingdom). On the other hand, communication and interaction between players could have a large impact in overall QoE of PK, since players can collaborate in order to hunt monsters, form alliances or conquer territories as happens in any other MMORPG. In addition, new territories can be explored by the user’s physical movement in the real world. Thus, we wanted to investigate the influence of physical movement and exercise on the overall QoE and the user’s emotions.

Table I lists significant correlations between some objective and subjective parameters, showing the significance (p) of the correlation (r stands for its correlation coefficient) between two parameters. All listed parameters have a highly significant (either positive or negative) correlation with the amount (in percentage) of moderate exercise performed by the user while playing PK (MEP=100-LEP (in this experiment)). Regarding the QoE and Boredom (B), both are influenced by both the number of players in the virtual world and the users did not consciously realize any difference. Finally, the exercise (instead of light vigorous or very vigorous) performed in (1). The dependence on the number of players the user can chat, sell or buy items, plan strategies, etc. with, has a significant impact in the overall QoE. A higher GP implies a worse quality network connection, because the users were playing PK connected to a GPRS connection instead of to a faster data connection (e.g. UMTS). Therefore, GP negatively influences the overall QoE, even if the users did not consciously realize any difference. Finally, the QoE is positively affected by the amount of moderate exercise performed by the user, MEP in (1). The dependence on MEP of the overall QoE related to PK is perfectly understandable because of the fact that users are able to access new virtual areas as they move in the real world. Hence, assuming that the physical activity that the players underwent was in order to move out of their virtual circle of mobility, physical activity implies a higher chance of exploring new virtual areas in which the user will be able to find new resources, monsters to hunt and territories to conquer.

3) QoE model

The regression model of (1) expresses the overall quality of experience (QoE) of a location-based mobile MMORPG on a 5-point scale based on the amount (in percentage) of moderate exercise (instead of light vigorous or very vigorous) performed by the user while playing PK (MEP), the percentage of the gaming session the user used a GPRS connection (GP) and the number of players around the test user in the virtual world (P). Based on the correlations listed in Table I, the following model is presented:

\[ QoE = 1.629 + 0.019 \cdot MEP - 0.045 \cdot GP + 0.300 \cdot P \]  

QoE is a discrete number [1..5]. Both MEP and GP in (1) are expressed as a percentage value, whereas P is a number expressing the number of players in the virtual world. This model of QoE presents 0.67 as coefficient of determination (R2). R2 stands for the proportion of variability in the data set that is accounted for by the statistical model.

The model evidences the influence of the interaction with other players in a mobile location-based MMORPG. The number of test users the player can chat, sell or buy items, plan strategies, etc. with, has a significant impact in the overall QoE. A higher GP implies a worse quality network connection, because the users were playing PK connected to a GPRS connection instead of to a faster data connection (e.g. UMTS). Therefore, GP negatively influences the overall QoE, even if the users did not consciously realize any difference. Finally, the QoE is positively affected by the amount of moderate exercise performed by the user, MEP in (1). The dependence on MEP of the overall QoE related to PK is perfectly understandable because of the fact that users are able to access new virtual areas as they move in the real world. Hence, assuming that the physical activity that the players underwent was in order to move out of their virtual circle of mobility, physical activity implies a higher chance of exploring new virtual areas in which the user will be able to find new resources, monsters to hunt and territories to conquer.

4) Boredom model

The following model is presented, based on the correlations listed on Table I:

\[ B = 4.016 + 0.028 \cdot GP - 0.024 \cdot MEP - 0.258 \cdot P \]

B is a discrete number [1..5]. Both MEP and GP in (2) are expressed as a percentage value, whereas P is a number expressing the number of players in the virtual world. Boredom (B) experienced by a user while playing a location-based
mobile MMORPG on a 5-point scale is estimated by the regression model of (2) based on the amount (in percentage) of moderate exercise performed by the user while playing PK (MEP) and the number of players around the test user in the virtual world (P). The coefficient of determination (R2) of this model equals 0.54.

Conclusions drawn from this regression model are very similar to those explained in the previous section since apparently this feeling of boredom and how enriching the user found the gaming experience (QoE) are opposing parameters. These two parameters present a highly significant (p=0.000) negative correlation (r=-0.608) and their regression models are very similar.

5) Absorption model

Finally, the following model is inferred taking into account the correlations found in section E.2:

\[ A = 1.362 + 0.039 \cdot MEP \]  

(3)

A is a discrete number [1..5]. MEP is expressed as a percentage value. The regression model of (3) expresses the absorption (A) experienced by a user while playing a location-based mobile MMORPG on a 5-point scale based on the percentage of moderate exercise performed by the user while playing PK (MEP). The current model has an R2 value of 0.45. The absorption felt by a user is significantly affected by the amount of moderate exercise performed by the user (MEP). This parameter was not influenced by GP or P as these two parameters did not significantly correlate with the Absorption (A).

6) Evaluation of curve fitting

In order to evaluate the curve fitting of the proposed models, a prediction of the QoE, Boredom and Absorption was calculated with (1), (2), and (3), respectively, for each gaming session of the experiment. Subsequently, these predictions were compared with the actual QoE value, boredom level and absorption felt while playing PK expressed by the end-users through the questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. EVALUATION OF THE REGRESSION MODELS</th>
<th>QoE Model</th>
<th>Boredom Model</th>
<th>Absorption Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Of Predictions</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct predictions</td>
<td>31 [55.3%]</td>
<td>22 [39.3%]</td>
<td>23 [41.1%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 star deviation</td>
<td>24 [42.8%]</td>
<td>32 [57.1%]</td>
<td>30 [53.6%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 stars deviation</td>
<td>1 [1.9%]</td>
<td>2 [3.6%]</td>
<td>3 [5.3%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II summarizes the results of this evaluation by mentioning the number of predictions based on each model together with the root mean square error (RMSE) of these predictions with respect to the actual values of the aforementioned subjective values. Table II lists the number of rounded predictions which equal the actual values (reported as correct predictions). The incorrect predictions are classified according to their deviation from the actual value (1, 2, 3, or 4 stars deviation). Table II indicates that none of the predictions (3 for the content model and 6 for the interest model) suffer from a deviation of more than 2 stars, which proves the accuracy of the models.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper a fully interdisciplinary QoE model is created taking into account wireless infrastructure and network QoS indicators, player’s context and physiological data obtained from on-body sensors as QoE factors. Both, a methodology and a model to estimate QoE of mobile location based MMORPGs are presented based on the statistical analysis of this particular mobile game. The concept and implementation of a re-usable QoE measurement framework on Android platform is discussed. The result of the measurements is analyzed and the influence of the different QoE factors on the overall QoE and subjective feelings of absorption and amusement related to mobile gaming is investigated. The results show that both the physical activity a player undergo and the interaction with other players affects positively the QoE of a location-based MMORPG whereas a worse quality network connection has a negative impact on the QoE. In addition, these parameters affect the same way the feeling of boredom experienced by a user while playing a location-based MMORPG. Finally, we conclude that how absorbed the user felt in the mobile game is influenced by the physical activity a player underwent.
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